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 1. Introduction 

Catalysis is the enabling technology for production of chemicals and fuels, in the refinery, and in 

energy conversion [1]. About 80% of all products have been in contact with a catalyst during 

their manufacture. It is increasingly essential to introduce sustainability and this, together with 

the change in resource from fossil to durable ones like biomass, requires the development of new 

catalysts and catalytic processes. The understanding of the fundamental reactions steps that occur 

on the catalyst surface and their relation to catalyst structure greatly helps the development of 

new catalytic processes and may suggest a recipe of synthesis new catalysts. Emerging tools that 

provide control of structure at the molecular level greatly help the development of new catalysts. 

In situ and operando characterization of catalysts has significantly contributed to the 

understanding of how a catalyst functions.  

Catalysis is a field that has traditionally benefitted enormously from the application of X-ray 

absorption and emission spectroscopies (XAS and XES) [2,3]. The often amorphous nature of 

the catalytically active site and the need to measure under catalytically relevant conditions are 

the obvious reasons for this. Heterogeneous and homogeneous catalytic systems can be assessed 

under actual conditions of pressure, sometimes up to hundreds of bars, and temperature (in 

excess of 1000 C) [1]. In addition, because a time resolution can be achieved that is the same or 

comparable to those of catalyst pretreatment and even reaction kinetics, there are increasing 

possibilities to determine the structure of the ensemble of atoms that form the catalytically active 

sites [4,5]. Methods emerge that selectively identify the structure of the sites that reacts with 

reactants and intermediates. Finally, space resolution has enabled measuring catalyst structure as 

function of position within a single reactor and even of individual catalyst particles [6,7]. This 

book highlights what is currently possible using many of these methods, some of them providing 

catalytic examples [8-17]. During the past few years, various authoritative reviews and book 

chapters about the application of XAS and XES to catalysis have appeared, mostly focusing on 

heterogeneous catalysis [2-7,18-51] though homogeneous catalysis is also discussed [51-53]. 

These give an excellent overview of the current state of the art. The aim of this chapter is to 

provide insight into how XAS and XES can be applied to unravel fundamental questions that 

relate to the catalytic process. Thus instead of summarizing the literature to date, the focus is on 

how XAS and XES can help unravel the relation between structure and the essential reaction 

steps in catalysis. As the large majority of commercial applications and of academic studies 
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focus on heterogeneous catalysis that is where the emphasis is. Thus, the chapter starts with an 

introduction into the catalytic process and what are the individual reaction steps that must occur 

to generate a catalytic cycle. This is followed by a section describing how the measurement 

condition affects catalyst structure and how the structure of catalytically active sites can be 

measured. Emphasis is placed on how measuring catalyst structure relates to reaction kinetics. 

The importance of space and time-resolved measurements is illustrated by selected examples. 

The chapter ends with a summarizing description of state-of-the-art and an outlook.  

 

 2. The catalytic process 

A catalyst speeds up a reaction by generating new reaction paths that overall yield a lower 

activation barrier [1,3]. It does this by breaking bonds and making bonds. Thus, during a 

catalytic reaction, intermediates are strongly adsorbed, chemisorbed, to the catalyst surface. The 

formation of a chemical bond, which often has a bond strength in access of a few 100 kJ/mol, 

may be accompanied by charge transfer and a change in the local structure of the catalytically 

active site. Figure 1 schematically illustrates the catalytic process. Three events must all occur 

for a catalyst to be catalytically active. The first is adsorption of the reactant forming a reaction 

intermediate or intermediates that is or are strongly bonded to the catalyst surface. The figure 

illustrates associative adsorption of the grey di-atomic molecule and dissociative adsorption of 

the red one. A typical example of dissociated adsorption is di-hydrogen (H2) on metals for 

hydrogenation reactions, one of associative adsorption is CO on metals for CO oxidation. The 

second event is the surface reaction, in this case the exchange reaction of red and grey atoms. 

The surface reaction generally consists of multiple steps and may be very complex. A well-

known example is the step-wise formation of N-H bonds in the ammonia synthesis [54,55]. Di-

nitrogen and di-hydrogen dissociatively adsorb on the surface of the catalyst, for example iron. 

There is the consecutive addition of hydrogen atoms to nitrogen, until ammonia is formed. All 

these nitrogen – hydrogen bond formation steps occur at the surface and the catalyst enables 

these reactions by providing a new reaction path that overall has a lower activation barrier than 

the non-catalyzed gas-phase reaction. During these reactions, intermediates and product(s) 

remain (chemi)sorbed to the surface. In the third essential event, desorption of the product(s) 

occurs, which completes a catalytic cycle. This frees the surface to generate an empty site for 

new reactants to enter a new catalytic cycle of adsorption, reaction, and desorption. In the figure, 
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events are drawn as irreversible. In reality, all these processes are reversible. A catalyst 

catalyzing the reaction of A to B also catalyzes that of B to A. This has to be the case, because 

the catalyst does not change the thermodynamics of the reaction, it changes the speed at which 

the equilibrium is reached. That not always the thermodynamic equilibrium is reached is because 

catalysts selectively enhance reaction paths.  

An essential concept in catalysis is the rate-limiting step (RLS), also known as rate-determining 

step. The rate of the overall process is determined by the slowest step. Often, the RLS is one of 

the surface reaction steps, however, examples exist where this is not the case and other events are 

rate determining, like diffusion, adsorption, and desorption. A clear example of this is carbon 

monoxide oxidation over platinum catalysts under oxygen-lean conditions. The surface of the 

metal is completely covered by carbon monoxide hindering the adsorption and reaction of di-

oxygen. Desorption of a carbon monoxide molecule is needed to free a site for di-oxygen to 

adsorb and dissociate [56]. Adsorbed oxygen atoms rapidly react to adsorbed carbon monoxide 

to form carbon dioxide. This simple example shows that to understand the interplay between 

catalyst, reactant, intermediate and product, the surface reaction mechanism must be understood. 

Knowledge of the RLS is important when characterizing the catalyst structure. Relative to the 

RLS, all other reactions are fast and can be assumed to be in equilibrium. For example, in case 

the surface reaction is the RLS, the adsorption and desorption reactions of reactant are in 

equilibrium and the surface coverage of reactant intermediates is in equilibrium. Because there is 

always the forward reaction overall, it is called quasi-equilibrium.  

 

 

Figure 1. A catalytic reaction consists of three fundamental events. Step 1: adsorption; here associative adsorption 

of the grey molecule and dissociative adsorption of the red molecule. Step 2: the surface reaction; here the exchange 

between grey and red atoms. Step 3: desorption of product(s). Together they form the catalytic cycle, which is 

repeated multiple times during catalytic reaction. Unpublished figure. 

1. Adsorption 2. Reaction 3. Desorption
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The vast majority of in situ and operando XAS and XES studies focuses on the determination of 

the structure of the catalyst and that of intermediates and some results in the determination of the 

RLS [57,58]. Figure 1 directly illustrates why measuring under actual catalytic conditions, or 

those relevant to it, is so essential. As said, the bond between catalyst and the intermediate is 

strong and will affect the geometric and electronic structure of the catalyst as described below. 

However, simply measuring the averaged structure of a functioning catalyst does not necessarily 

lead to appreciation of the structure of the catalytically active site. The surface of a 

heterogeneous catalyst is very heterogeneous. For example, a supported metal catalyst consists of 

nano-sized particles of an active metal attached to a support, which may be inert or exert a 

catalytic function itself, or directly modify the activity of the particle by affecting the shape of 

the particle and / or its electronic structure (Figure 2). Also, the particle size is heterogeneous and 

each particle has many different surface atoms and ensembles of atoms. The quantitative 

elucidation which of these sites contributes to activity and the definite determination of their 

structure are extremely difficult. It is one of the aims of this chapter to illustrate the current state-

of-the-art in determining the structures of the actual catalytically active sites using XAS and 

XES. 

 

 

Figure 2. The structure of a heterogeneous catalyst is intrinsically heterogeneous. Single atoms, (sub)nanometer-

sized clusters and particles may all be present on the surface of a support, which itself may have multiple surface 

sites and defects. Courtesy of Prof. Dr. Stefan Vajda.  

 

2.1 From vacuum and single crystals to realistic pressure and relevant samples 
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As mentioned above, measuring the catalyst structure under actual catalytic conditions is 

currently in fashion: in situ or operando spectroscopy [59] is targeting the structure of a 

functioning catalyst and the aim is to determine structure – performance relations. Much 

instrumentation development targets at bridging the pressure and materials gaps, thus moving 

from ultrahigh vacuum and single crystals to realistic conditions, actual catalyst particles, and 

measuring “real” catalytic reactors. Very regularly new reactor designs are reported in which the 

catalyst experiences conditions that mimic those in realistic conditions very accurately [2,60]. 

One can safely say that a single crystal operated in UHV is not a catalyst that produces 

significant yield of product. However, the more important question is, is what is measured on a 

single crystal under UHV conditions, relevant to what happens on the surface of a real catalyst 

under actual catalytic conditions? Much of our understanding of the chemistry at surfaces 

originates from single crystal work under UHV conditions, because the structure is known to 

such great detail. The question that we address here is, under what conditions is the structure that 

is measured under in situ and operando conditions on a real catalyst within an actual reactor 

relevant to catalyst performance? The answer to this question depends very much on how the 

measurement is performed.  

There is little doubt that measurements that determine structure under the actual catalytic 

conditions and on genuine catalysts are the most representative ones. However, this does not 

automatically mean that the desired structure – performance relation is determined and that the 

results are unambiguous. The catalytically active sites themselves have the tendency to remain 

hidden in the majority of species that dominate the spectroscopic signal [61]. Simply flowing 

reactant gases over a catalyst and simultaneously measuring structure and conversion does not 

automatically yield the structure – performance relation.  

 

2.2 From chemisorption to conversion and reaction kinetics 

Taking the dissociative adsorption of di-hydrogen on the surface of a metal as an example, the 

influence of reaction conditions on catalyst structure may be illustrated. The hydrogen – 

hydrogen bond strength is about 420 kJ/mol, which means that to break this bond, the new bonds 

with the catalyst surface must exceed twice 210 kJ/mol as two new bonds between catalyst and 

hydrogen atom are formed. This strong chemisorption leads to electronic and geometric 

structural changes in the cluster that adsorbs the hydrogen bulk atoms [62-66]. Additional 
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complexity may arise from absorption of atoms into the bulk of the particle or cluster. Palladium 

is a well-known example that absorbs hydrogen and carbon atoms into the bulk forming sub-

surface species or even hydride [67-70] carbide [71-73] species, respectively. It is experimentally 

and theoretically established that the structure, notably particle shape and local atom 

environment of, for example, platinum nanoparticles change with increasing hydrogen coverage, 

thus pressure. Charge transfer between hydrogen atom and the surface metal atoms occurs in 

addition to lengthening of the metal-metal bond length. (In situ) XANES and EXAFS studies 

have largely contributed to these insights. It is exactly such structural changes that require 

measuring under catalytically relevant conditions as otherwise the interaction and the resulting 

structural change is not captured.  

Chemisorption of adsorbates (reactants and intermediates) is described by Langmuir isotherms 

(Figure 3), which assumes that i) all sites are equal, ii) there is no adsorbate – adsorbate 

interaction, and iii) that the maximum coverage is limited to a monolayer [74,75]. As function of 

pressure of the gas phase, the coverage on the catalyst surface increases until the maximum 

coverage (), of one is achieved. One is the maximum as the coverage is limited to one 

monolayer coverage. At higher temperatures, the maximum coverage of one is reached at higher 

pressure.  

 

Figure 3. Langmuir isotherms describe the adsorption of species on the catalytic surface. The surface coverage 

depends on the strength of adsorption via adsorption constant K, the pressure and, temperature. Operando and in situ 

Kp

Kp




1


T=300 K, ΔH=75 kJ/mol

T=280 K, ΔH=75 kJ/mol

T=300 K, ΔH=90 kJ/mol

K = adsorption constant
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catalytic experiments may be performed under conditions where the surface coverage of one of the reactants and or 

intermediates is very high or even maximal and all sites are occupied. Unpublished figure. 

 

The amount of adsorbed species is a function of pressure and temperature and thus there is a 

pressure and temperature dependent catalyst structure. Measuring the same catalyst, with 

essentially the same structure, thus active sites, in a different (partial) pressure regime or at 

different temperature, may yield a very different structure, simply because of difference in 

coverage. Oxygen adsorption on platinum yields chemisorbed oxygen, until at a given pressure 

the metal oxidizes forming a surface oxide. At even higher oxygen pressure, bulk oxidation 

occurs. These surfaces have vastly different reactivity [76]. It is important to realize that the 

partial pressure of a reactant respectively product depends on the conversion level.  

It is obvious that in case of high catalytic conversion measuring catalyst structure in a catalytic 

reactor at different positions may be needed to capture if any change in structure occurs [77,78]. 

It is the local concentration of gases at the point of measuring, which determines the measured 

catalyst structure. Because of catalytic conversion, the reducing, respectively oxidizing 

properties of the gas phase may change to such extend that the structure of the catalyst changes, 

not only because of the presence of a different coverage of adsorbates, but because a completely 

different structure forms. The next paragraph gives two notable examples how the structure of a 

catalyst changes because of changing gas composition of a reacting feed.  

 

2.3 Structural differences within a single catalytic reactor 

Catalytic partial oxidation of methane to yield CO and di-hydrogen, syngas, is an important 

reaction, which eventually produces hydrocarbons via Fischer-Tropsch synthesis, di-hydrogen 

via the water-gas shift reaction, and methanol via CO hydrogenation. This oxidation reaction is 

characterized by a light-off behavior or ignition of the reaction. Under specific conditions, a 

sudden, large increase in catalyst reactivity occurs, which changes the product distribution 

towards syngas. Typical catalysts are nano-sized nobel metal particles on a support. Coupling a 

space-resolved CCD-camera with microscopic optics and using a 1.0 mm by 0.6 mm X-ray beam 

completely irradiating the catalyst within a capillary catalytic reactor (Figure 4, top) enabled 

determining the catalyst structure as function of position within the reactor. Thus, micrometer-

range spatial resolution was achieved, the resolution determined by the detector. The catalytic 
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rhodium and or platinum particles on an alumina support showed tremendous structural 

differences within the reactor (Figure 4, bottom) [77]. Below ignition temperature, the catalyst 

typically only produced CO2 and water and the metal remained oxidized over the whole catalyst 

bed [79]. 

 

Figure 4. Top: Instrumental setup to measure the structure of a catalyst space-resolved over a catalytic reactor, using 

a space-resolved detector and a large X-ray beam. On-line mass spectrometry determines the real-time catalyst 

performance. Bottom: structural variation of a Rh/Al2O3 catalyst within a single reactor: initially, the oxidizing 

conditions result in a cationic state of rhodium. Because of conversion, the environment becomes more reducing, 
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which causes a zero valence state of rhodium. Inset: axial distribution of catalyst structure. Figure Adapted with 

permission from ref. [77], copyright ACS, 2006. 

 

However, this situation dramatically changed above the point of ignition, and oxidic and reduced 

metal (in this case rhodium) were both observed: In the first part of the reactor, there was Rh3+, 

in the latter part Rh0 (Figure 4, bottom). The structural changes were within a gradient of less 

than 100 m. Measuring space- and time-resolved yields movies that illustrate that reduction 

started at the end of the reactor bed and progressed towards the inlet of the reactor (See 

supporting information of refs. [77,78]). Individual catalyst grains tended to reduce from the 

inside out. Thus at the center of these particles, the conditions were most reducing, which then 

auto-catalytically accelerated catalyst reduction towards the outer part of the particles. 

The second example that illustrates the need to measure catalyst structure as function of exact 

reaction conditions and position within a single reactor is that of CO oxidation. CO oxidation is a 

seemingly simple reaction, however, depending on the reaction conditions, the catalyst structure 

varies widely. All these structures have vastly different catalytic reactivity. One peculiar 

characteristic of this reaction is that under certain conditions, oscillations may occur. During 

oscillations, the catalytic reactivity changes periodically [55]. CO oxidation over noble metals 

occurs in different regimes. Under oxygen lean conditions, CO covers the metal surface and the 

RLS is CO desorption (vide supra Section 2), after which di-oxygen can dissociatively adsorb 

and react to form CO2. Under oxygen-rich conditions, when the reactivity of the catalyst is much 

higher, in situ XANES and EXAFS at the Pt L3 edge has identified the presence of a defective 

and structurally disordered surface oxide [80,81]. In situ XAS at the Pt L3 on Pt/Al2O3 during 

oscillating CO oxidation conditions identified time- and space-resolved structural changes in 

structure of the platinum nano-particles. Figure 5 shows the mass spectrometer signal that was 

recorded at the end of the reactor during slowly cooling of the reactor while flowing CO and di-

oxygen. Oscillations occurred. Using the quick-scanning mode [9,82] at the Pt L3 edge it was 

possible to identify structural changes that occurred at the exact frequency of the oscillations. 

Initially, high whiteline intensity was observed, and during periods of lower activity, the 

whiteline intensity decreased proportionally, its intensity following the reactivity of the catalyst 

indicated by the amount of CO2 observed at the exhaust of the catalyst. Spectral analysis showed 

that the structure changed from a platinum particle covered with a surface oxide to that of a CO 
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covered surface, with the possible presence of an intermediate during re-oxidation. In parallel to 

oscillations in the activity of the catalyst, identified by the amount of CO2 at the reactor exhaust, 

the relative percentage of CO-poisoned surface and surface oxide changed. The amount of the 

more reactive surface oxide was higher with higher conversion levels.  

 

 

Figure 5. Top left: Mass spectrometer signal recorded at the exhaust of the reactor filled with Pt/Al2O3 catalyst 

during reaction of CO with di-oxygen. Oscillatory behavior is observed especially in the CO2 signal. The maximum 

of the whiteline intensity of Pt L3 edge spectra recorded using a quick-scanning monochromator oscillated in concert 

with the overall reactivity of the reactor. Repeated measurements at various positions of the catalytic reactor, shown 

top left, identified that the relative percentages of CO-poisoned surface and surface oxide varied: the border between 

the top moving from top to bottom of the reactor in an oscillatory fashion. Part of this is shown at the bottom. Figure 

reproduced with permission from ref. [78], copyright Wiley-VCH, 2010. 
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In Figure 5, top left, the whiteline intensity initially did not vary with the CO2 signal. The reason 

was that although structural changes occurred to the catalyst, they were not captured by the XAS 

measurement, because the X-ray spot hit the catalyst at a different position of the reactor. The 

mass spectrometer determines integral performance of the catalyst, the XAS measures only a 

fraction of the catalyst within a given point of the reactor. Impinging the X-ray spot at a different 

position of the catalyst bed, showed changes in the whiteline at different levels of conversion: at 

the highest conversion levels, changes occurred at the top of the catalyst bed, at lower conversion 

levels, the structural changes took place further down the bed. Thus, the relative amounts of CO-

poisoned surface and surface oxide vary with reactivity and the border between them moves 

from top to bottom of the reactor in an oscillatory manner, part of which is shown in Figure 5, 

bottom. 

Most often, the gas concentration is determined at the exhaust of the reactor. One can also 

measure the integral catalyst structure [83], which will yield the sum of all structures that are 

present, which may have some advantages in certain cases. The problem of changing conditions 

because of conversion over the catalyst is well known in reaction kinetics, where reaction rates 

and orders are measured under differential condition. The feed contains a controlled amount of 

reactants and products (and possibly intermediates) and the conditions are chosen, such that there 

is negligible, or at least very low, conversion per pass over the catalyst bed [84]. Thus the 

complete catalyst experiences the same environment and equilibrates into a single species. Any 

measured structure under such conditions can be directly related to performance as determined 

from the composition at the end of the reactor. Measuring space resolved is not needed in this 

case. In situ and operando characterization and kinetic analysis are ideally performed in parallel 

or at least both taken into account. However, as the examples reported in Figure 4 and Figure 5 

show, that to appreciate catalyst structure and performance, the relevant conditions must be 

chosen and to capture all possible structures, multiple experiments must be performed with 

different feeds that mimic reactive conditions that are representative of all conditions and 

conversion levels. Conditions under which 100% conversion is reached must be avoided. At 

point of measuring, the catalyst may not be converting, but be should be exposed to the reaction 

products. Ideally, catalyst structure and gas composition is known at all times and all locations 

within the catalytic reactor. Such experiment has not yet been established in X-ray spectroscopy. 
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2.4 Determining the structure of the active site 

Even if one succeeds in measuring the catalyst structure under precisely known conditions, space 

and time-resolved, the structure of the active site is still not necessarily uncovered. The number 

of atoms that form the active site may be only a minor fraction of the total number of atoms (cf. 

Figure 2). Methods that characterize the bulk or the surface in a non-selective manner may miss 

the actual reactive species even in in situ and operando experiments. Single-site catalysts, such 

as (heterogenized) homogeneous catalysts [85-92] and catalytically active atoms homogeneously 

distributed in a matrix, for example aluminum or iron atoms in the framework of zeolites [93-

97], do not have this limitation. The structures of hetero-atoms in the framework of zeolites as 

determined by XAS have recently been reviewed [50].  

Measuring in the time domain in the kinetically relevant regime may provide a possible solution 

to the existence of multiple (in)active species. Transient measurements yield the changing 

structure of catalyst and / or reactant and adsorbate after disturbing the system, such as changing 

gas composition or isotope composition (as can be detected by infra-red spectroscopy and mass 

spectrometry). The catalytically active site will rapidly respond to the change in case the 

disturbance affects a kinetically relevant step. Inactive spectator species may respond, but at a 

very different, generally much lower, rate [98]. An illustrative transient experiment is that of 

propylene epoxidation [99]. Using transient Ti K-edge XANES experiments, in which reactant 

propylene was suddenly removed from the feed, the structural change of the titanium site was 

detected in a time-resolved manner. A quantitative relation between the rates of steady-state 

reaction of propylene epoxidation and that of disappearing of the Ti-hydroperoxo species in 

response to the switch in conditions, identified this species as the reactive intermediate. The 

existence of a quantitative relation between the rate of a catalytic reaction and that of a transient 

signal can thus be exploited to unravel the structure of the catalytically active site even in case 

the catalytically active site is the minority specie. Besides knowledge of the mechanism [75], a 

fundamental requirement of a successful experiment is the existence of the intermediate at the 

surface in measurable amounts. This corresponds to all pressures in the Langmuir isotherm, 

except for the lowest ones (Figure 3) where coverage is close to zero. 

Modulation excitation and phase sensitive detection, widely used in IR spectroscopy [100-106], 

have been recently introduced into the field of X-ray diffraction [107,108] and X-ray absorption 

spectroscopy [109-114] and in combined EDEXAFS/IR experiments [115]. A clear example is 
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given in chapter 7 of this book by Nachtegaal, et al. [9] and not repeated here to the same detail. 

In short, signals that come from minority species that show a selective response to an external 

impulse or transient, such as change in concentration of reactants, can be detected with very high 

accuracy, because the signal is selectively isolated and can be fitted assuming the signal is a 

difference spectrum [110]. Another method to identify intermediate species is multivariate curve 

resolution (MCR) [116-118]. In MCR a set of time-resolved X-ray absorption spectra are 

deconvoluted into a number of basic spectra, which make up the total. The concentration profile 

of all basic spectra can be determined. In contrast to phase sensitive detection, the MCR analysis 

directly yields the time evolution of the different species in the sample. Thus, time resolution and 

kinetics of structural changes of minority species are becoming accessible. The few papers that 

have appeared illustrate the promise of these methods and it is relatively safe to predict that 

further development and application of these methods will be used to unravel the structure of 

catalytically active species, even if, or exactly when, these are the minority species.  

 

3. Reaction kinetics from time-resolved XAS 

3.1 Oxygen storage materials 

Ceria (CeO2) and cerium-based materials can store oxygen under oxygen-rich conditions and 

release it under oxygen-deficient conditions. Owing to this oxygen storage/release capacity 

(OSC), they are widely used as promoters of automobile three-way catalysts and find more and 

more applications as reaction booster in oxidation and hydrogenation reactions [119-123]. Upon 

oxygen release and uptake, the cerium oxidation state varies; release of each oxygen atom from 

ceria yields two Ce3+ atoms and one vacancy. Thus, the cerium oxidation state is a function of 

the reducibility of the feed; switching from oxygen-rich to oxygen-lean feed, something that 

often occurs in the automotive exhaust, leads to release of oxygen atoms of the support and 

oxidation reactions will continue, hence the name oxygen storage material. Addition of 

zirconium cations to ceria dramatically improves the OSC and thermal stability [124]. The most 

efficient CeO2–ZrO2 material is a ceria-zirconia solid solution which has an atomically 

homogeneous, ordered arrangement of cerium and zirconium ions assigned to the -Ce2Zr2O8 

fluorite phase. The platinum-promoted -Ce2Zr2O8 transforms into pyrochlore Ce2Zr2O7 under 

the reducing conditions in the working state. Even though the system had been studied by many 

methods and under varied conditions, no real-time dynamics had been reported. Yamamoto et al. 
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applied energy dispersive (ED) XANES at the Ce L3 edge and ED XANES and EXAFS at the Zr 

K edge to determine the dynamics of the OSC process under actual conditions [125]. The aim 

was to determine the dynamical changes at both the cerium and zirconium sites upon reducing, 

thus oxygen release, respectively oxidizing, thus oxygen uptake, conditions. Both zirconium and 

cerium in -Ce2Zr2O8 have valence +4 and are eight coordinate. In pyrochlore Ce2Zr2O7, the 

formed specie during oxygen release, cerium (zirconium) atoms have valence +3 (+4) and are 

eight (six) coordinate.  

 

 

Figure 6. Top-left: Time resolved Ce L3 edge XANES, recorded by energy-dispersive XAS, during oxygen release 

of Pt/Ce2Zr2O8 at 573 K. Bottom-left: Time-dependence of Ce4+ and Ce3+ fractions at 573, 673, respectively 773 K 

during oxidation (open markers) and reduction (closed markers) obtained from Ce L3 edge data. Bottom-right: Time 

profiles of the fractions of Ce2Zr2O7 and Ce2Zr2O8 during the oxygen-storage and -release processes of Pt/CeZrOx 

obtained from Zr K-edge data. Top-right: Fluorite structure of Ce2Zr2O8 identifying the tetrahedral and octahedral 

sites. Figure adapted with permission from Ref. [125], copyright Wiley-VCH, 2007. 
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Figure 6 shows time-resolved Ce L3-edge ED XANES spectra of Pt/Ce2Zr2O8 during oxygen-

release at 573 K under 12.4 kPa H2. The virgin Pt/Ce2Zr2O8 sample gives typical Ce L3 edge 

doublet white lines characteristic of Ce4+ species in Ce2Zr2O8 and CeO2 [126]. Switching to 

reducing conditions by dosing the di-hydrogen, the doublet transformed into a singlet and the 

edge position shifted to lower energy, and after 20 s the spectrum became identical to a typical 

spectrum of Ce3+ species in Ce2Zr2O7.  

The serial Ce L3 XANES spectra exhibited an isosbestic point, except for the first 0.9 s and the 

last 2 s of the transformation, which indicates that the majority of -Ce2Zr2O8 transforms directly 

into pyrochlore Ce2Zr2O7. Exposure to 12.4 kPa oxygen at 573 K, resulted in recovery of the 

initial doublet feature in the spectrum, indicative of reversibility. Linear combination using 

reference Ce3+ and Ce4+ spectra yielded the time-resolved fraction of Ce3+, respectively Ce4+ 

during the reduction, respectively oxidation cycle at three different temperatures (Figure 6, 

bottom-left). Table 1 shows that a larger temperature-dependence for reduction was observed 

resulting in activation energy of oxygen storage (release) of 20 (43) kJ/mol. Initial rate constants 

at 773 K were 1.4 (2.2) s-1 for oxygen storage (release).  

 

Table 1. Activation energy and rate constant in oxidation and reduction cycles of Pt/ceria-zirconia between 573 and 

773 K as measured at the Ce L3 edge respectively Zr K edge. Table adapted with permission from Ref. [125], 

copyright Wiley-VCH, 2007. 

 Activation energy (kJ/mol)  Rate constant at 773 K (s-1) 

 Oxygen storage Oxygen release  Oxygen storage Oxygen release 

Measured at Ce site 20 43  1.4 2.2 

Measured at Zn site 4 43  0.46 0.39 

 

ED XAS at the complementary Zr K edge yielded the time-resolved changes at the zirconium 

sites (Figure 6 bottom-right). Full EXAFS analysis, which indicated the same time dependence 

as the XANES, was provided [125], but not discussed here. Table 1 shows that again a much 

larger temperature-dependence for reduction was observed resulting in activation energy of 

oxygen storage (release) of 4 (43) kJ/mol. Initial rate constants at 773 K were 0.46 (0.39) s-1 for 

oxygen storage (release). Remarkably, the electronic and structural transformations at cerium 

and zirconium sites during the oxygen storage/release processes are not synchronized with each 
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other in the solid solution. In both the oxygen-storage and –release processes, the valence at the 

cerium sites changes first, and then structural transformation occurs at the zirconium sites, 

making respectively breaking of Zr – O bonds. The dynamics at zirconium sites observed by ED 

XAFS involve changes in local structure and number of coordinated oxygen atoms, as well as 

oxygen diffusion. This study nicely illustrates how time-resolved XAS data can be used to 

extract kinetic parameters in an element-specific manner.  

 

3.2 Selective propene oxidation over -MoO3 

Another clear example, which illustrates the added value of measuring the dynamic nature of 

surface and bulk structure compared to determining the structure under steady-state reaction 

conditions is that of oxidation catalyst molybdenum tri-oxide [127-129]. X-ray-based methods 

are attractive, because during oxidation reactions, the activation of oxygen and the oxidation of 

the reactant often lead to oxidation and reduction of the catalyst, if only temporarily (cf. Figure 

1), which yield different structure and oxidation states and thus clear spectral differences. The 

selective oxidation of alkenes is commercially applied and is often catalyzed by molybdenum-

based catalysts [130]. Using gas-phase oxygen, the Mars-van-Krevelen mechanism is commonly 

assumed [131]. Oxygen atoms of the catalyst surface and / or bulk react to an adsorbed 

intermediate to form the desired product leaving the catalyst in a reduced state. Oxygen from the 

gas phase re-oxidizes the catalyst. In case of propene, the reaction intermediate is assumed to be 

an allylic species [132], which reacts selectively to acrolein or unselectively to carbon dioxide, 

which obviously is the undesired product. The resulting oxygen vacancies are replenished by 

oxygen from the gas phase. The complexity of this mechanism illustrates that time-averaged 

catalyst structure without knowledge on the time-dependencies of electronic and geometric 

structure on changing gas phase redox potential provides –at best- only partial insight into the 

structure–activity correlation.  

Propene is oxidized in the presence of oxygen at temperatures above 600 K by -MoO3. The 

averaged valence of molybdenum is somewhat reduced during reaction, because of the different 

rates of reduction and re-oxidation [133]. Figure 7 shows the in situ time-resolved Mo K-edge 

spectra of MoO3 reduction in propene and MoO2 oxidation in oxygen. Using mass spectrometry, 

the composition at the reactor exhaust was simultaneously determined. Propene completely 

reduces MoO3 to MoO2, which under oxygen is more rapidly re-oxidized to MoO3.  
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Figure 7. Left side shows spectral changes upon changing the gas environment from oxidizing to reducing and back 

to oxidizing again. Right side the extent of reduction (a) during isothermal reduction of MoO3 in 5 vol.% propene at 

723 K, and in 10 vol.% propene at 673 K respectively 698 K. A power rate law, (  t2), described the acceleratory 

regime of the reduction at 673 K (up to   0.3) and a ‘‘three dimensional diffusion’’ rate law (  1 - (1 - t1/2)3) the 

deceleratory regime of the reduction. The solid-state reduction kinetics showed a change in the rate-limiting step, 

both as with temperature and extent of reduction . At a given temperature, the nuclei growth kinetics changes to a 

three dimensional diffusion controlled regime. With decreasing temperature (< 650 K) a transition from nuclei 

growth kinetics to oxygen-controlled diffusion in the MoO3 lattice occurred. Figure adapted with permission from 

ref. [129], copyright Elsevier, 2009. 

 

The following schematic mechanism for reduction of MoO3 in propene was proposed: (i) 

propene reaction with oxygen yields vacancies at the (1 0 0) or (0 0 1) facets; (ii) vacancy 

diffusion in the MoO3 bulk; (iii) formation of ‘‘Mo18O52’’ type shear-structures in the lattice; and 

(iv) formation and growth of MoO2 nuclei. The re-oxidation of MoO2 in oxygen proceeds in the 
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reverse direction from step (iv) to (i). Complete oxidation to MoO3 only occurred above 720 K 

[128]. The relation between reduction and oxidation properties with catalytic performance was 

determined by time-resolved in situ XAS under propene oxidation conditions (273 K to 773 K, 

and propene to oxygen ratios from 1:1 to 1:5). Reaction between propene and oxygen 

commenced with the onset of the reduction of MoO3. At lower temperatures, formation of 

‘‘Mo18O52’’ type defects in the layered structure of -MoO3 was observed. At temperatures 

above 720 K and in strongly oxidizing atmosphere, the ‘‘Mo18O52’’ type defects re-oxidized. 

These data enabled making conclusions about the evolution of three stages of structural 

evolution of MoO3 under selective oxidation conditions (Figure 8): (i) Below  600 K, no 

selective oxidation occurs and oxygen from the MoO3 bulk does not participate; (ii) between  

600 K and  700 K oxygen vacancy diffusion in the bulk enables the redox mechanism forming 

the ‘‘Mo18O52’’ type shear-structures is inhibited, which is thus the phase detected under reaction 

conditions; (iii) Above  700 K sufficiently fast oxygen diffusion in the lattice permits the 

participation of a considerable amount of the lattice oxygen of MoO3 in the partial oxidation of 

propene. The reduced average molybdenum valence of MoO3 under reaction conditions at 

temperature below  700 K correlates with the inferior selectivity of the material [134]. 

 

Figure 8. Structural changes in MoO3 under propene oxidation conditions as function of temperature and gas 

environment. A. Below 720 K and in reducing environment, reduction occurs and Mo18O52 shear-type defects in the 

MoO3 structure form; B. Above 720 K and in oxidizing environment MoO3 with few oxygen vacancies (squares) 

form. Figure adapted with permission from ref. [129], copyright Elsevier, 2009. 
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3.3 Active sites of the dream reaction, the direct conversion of benzene to phenol 

Phenol is a base chemical and the source for many resins. It is produced by the well-known 

three-step cumene process via a hydroperoxide species [135]. This process produces 

stoichiometric amounts of acetone as side-product. Replacing this multi-step process by a one-

step direct synthesis from benzene, and without the formation of stoichiometric side products, 

remains one of the most desirable catalytic reactions. Partial oxidation, however, is hampered by 

side reactions, mainly over-oxidation to carbon dioxide. Many oxidizing agents are being 

investigated, however, using di-oxygen as oxidant is highly desirable. Invariably, high selectivity 

can only be achieved at low benzene conversion and high conversion leads to decreased 

selectivity. 

 

 

Figure 9. Top left: Formation and disintegration of the active Re10 cluster for selective benzene to phenol 

conversion; Bottom left: Re10 cluster depicted in the pores of the zeolite. Right side: in situ L3 edge Re dispersive 

XANES during structural transformation between structure I and structure II showing isobestic points, bottom left. 

Figure adapted with permission from Ref. [136], copyright Wiley-VCH, 2006. 
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Recent developments yielded [136] a rhenium catalyst supported on H-ZSM-5, which achieves 

phenol selectivity of 93.9% at 9.9% conversion in a pulse reactor and 87.7% at 5.8% conversion 

under steady-state conditions and in the presence of NH3. Through time-resolved X-ray 

spectroscopy at the Re L3 and L1 edges using energy dispersive XAS and step-scan XAFS, 

dynamic changes of catalyst structure were observed. XAFS fitting and XPS identified that the 

catalyst structure dynamically changed between a monomeric and multimeric structure (Figure 

9). Ammonia treatment of the synthesized catalyst yielded a Re10 cluster incorporating two 

nitrogen atoms. Phenol production by exposure to benzene and di-oxygen caused the Re10 

clusters to decompose and form rhenium monomers. The surface sensitivity of XPS identified 

that the Re10 cluster was located at or close to the external zeolite surface, whereas the monomers 

were dispersed throughout the zeolite pores. These monomers were inactive. 

The difference in rhenium oxidation state could be observed in the L3 edge whiteline: the Re7+ 

monomer exhibiting higher intensity than the Re3/4+ clusters. Time-resolved measuring enabled 

to determine the transformation of the two species. The spectra showed isobestic points 

indicating that the Re10 cluster (Figure 9, structure I) directly converts into the rhenium monomer 

(Figure 9, structure II) without any metastable intermediate at the measured time scale. At all 

stages, the measured spectra could be satisfactorily represented by a linear combination of the 

initial and final state spectra following:  

 

t(t) = P(t)ti + Q(t)tf         (1) 

 

where ti and tf represent t of the initial state, which is the Re10 cluster and the final state the 

rhenium monomer, respectively. P(t) and Q(t) are coefficient parameters that represent the 

amounts of both structures. The sum of the coefficients P(t) and Q(t) was always 1.0  0.005 at 

all stages of the oxidation process, showing the absence of (measurable) intermediates. Rate 

constants of the Re10-cluster disintegration were estimated by the kinetics of the estimated P(t) 

[137]. Rate constants (k) of the Re10-cluster disintegration were described by: 

 

     -d[structure I]/dt  = k pO2
 [structure I]      (2) 

= k [structure I] 

       k = kpO2
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[structure I] is replaced by the coefficient of structure I, P(t), enabling determining the  

reaction order in di-oxygen,  using: 

 

       ln k = ln k +  ln pO2       (3) 

 

 

Figure 10. (a) Reaction order of oxygen pressure (pO2) for the Re10-cluster disintegration from structure I to 

structure II at 553 K. (b) Arrhenius plots for the Re10-cluster disintegration from structure I to structure II. Open 

triangles: reaction with oxygen in the absence of benzene and closed triangles: reaction with oxygen and benzene 

(pressure benzene = 4.8 kPa). Figure reproduced with permission from Ref. [137], copyright RSC, 2010. 

 

Figure 10a shows the relationship between ln k and ln pO2 in the absence (open triangles) 

respectively presence (open triangles) of benzene. The following orders in oxygen were 

observed: Linear fittings yielded an order equal to 0.65 in the case of oxygen only and to 0.83 in 

the case of the mixture of oxygen and benzene. The latter value correlates to the first order of di-

oxygen for the phenol synthesis. Oxygen dissociates on the Re10 cluster. One of the oxygen 

atoms attacks a C–H bond of a coordinated benzene molecule followed by insertion into the C–H 

bond. Oxygen dissociation is paralleled by removal of an interstitial N atom from the rhenium 

cluster, destabilizing it. The second oxygen atom does not react to benzene, but is consumed for 

the disintegration of the Re10 cluster. This yields the first order oxygen dependence of phenol 

formation. Using k and , at four reaction temperatures yielded the activation energy (Eact) of 

the Re10-cluster disintegration (Figure 10b). Eact in the absence of benzene was 51  7 kJ mol/1, 
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while in the presence of benzene it was 71  7 kJ mol/1. This indicates that benzene inhibits the 

disintegration of the catalytically active Re10 cluster. The absence of metastable intermediate 

structures may be advantageous for achieving high phenol selectivity. The competition between 

disintegration and formation of the Re10 cluster and their relative rate was identified by the 

averaged structure of the catalyst under reaction conditions: an estimated 5% was in the form of 

active rhenium clusters [136,138].  

As was the case for propene oxidation over MoO3, the catalyst structure under reaction 

conditions was unique and differed from the starting compound. The time-resolved 

measurements enabled identifying the origin of these averaged structures, illuminating details 

about the reaction mechanism and identifying relevant catalytic species. The relative rates of 

oxidation vs. reduction and cluster formation vs. disintegration affect the average structure of the 

catalyst. Measuring under catalytic relevant conditions, like in situ and operando, is essential; 

adding time resolution enables identifying the actual active compounds and yield the 

understanding needed to appreciate catalytic performance. The examples illustrate that kinetics 

using spectroscopy has become possible and yields insight into the structural modifications that 

occur during individual reaction steps.  

 

 4 Sub-micrometer space resolved measurements  

Measuring structure dependence of a catalyst within a catalytic reactor has been addressed above 

(Figure 4 and Figure 5). The EXAFS analysis yields the local structure at various positions 

within a reactor and even within a single catalyst grain. However, there is a large interest towards 

measuring structure space-resolved at all length scales that are of interest to catalysis: The 

dimensions of a catalytically active site is in the order of Ångstrøm. Often these are associated 

with nano-sized particles that are attached to a support. The size of support particles is in the 

order of tens or hundreds of nano-meter. However, because packing such very small particles 

into a reactor leads to plugging of the reactor, they are formulated into shaped particles, the size 

of which is in the millimeter and centimeter range. Industry has perfected the art of making such 

particles. Of utmost importance is the distribution of active sites and for reactants and products to 

diffuse to respectively from these sites through the pores of the formulated catalysts. 

Formulations with micro-, meso-, and macro-pores are engineered to achieve this goal. Micro-

pores are defined as having a diameter below two nm; meso-pores between two and 50 nm, and 
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macro-pores lager than 50 nm. Structural characterization at all these length scales is essential to 

appreciate the functioning of the catalyst and there is much effort to characterize catalysts at the 

sub-micrometer length scale [139]. Naturally, measurements are to be executed under relevant, in 

situ conditions if relevant catalytic structures are sought. Chapter 10 of this book [140] illustrates 

the possibility and limitations of using (sub)micrometer sized beams to measure structure. Other 

methods include the scanning transmission X-ray microscope (STXM), the photo-electron 

emission microscope (PEEM) [141-143], and full field transmission soft and hard X-ray 

microscopes. A recent (mini)review by de Groot et al. [139] summarizes and compares these and 

electron-based methods for space-resolved structure determination and illustrates the sample 

requirements. Resolution in the 10 nm domain have been reached using soft X-rays [144,145]. 

Hard X-rays are more difficult to diffract [146], limiting the space resolution currently to a few 

tens of nm at best [147]. PEEM reaches nm-size resolution [143,148], but because it is electron-

based, in situ measurements are more complex.  

An early example of measuring a functioning catalyst using STXM illustrates a successful 

marriage between electron microscopy and X-ray spectroscopy. An environmental cell, designed 

for the electron microscope found successful application at the synchrotron. The structure of the 

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis catalyst was determined at the tens of nm length scale [149,150]. The 

Fischer–Tropsch reaction enables the production of high-purity chemicals and transportation 

fuels from sources other than conventional crude oil, most notably natural gas, coal and biomass. 

The catalyst of choice is iron or cobalt based. The in situ STXM experiment first tracked the 

reduction of supported iron oxide particles upon heating to 350 C in di-hydrogen (1 bar) and, 

subsequently, the working catalyst during the Fisher-Tropsch reaction at 250 C in syngas. The 

carbon 1s XAS (284 eV), oxygen 1s XAS (543 eV) and iron 2p XAS (707 eV) were measured 

each 35x35 nm2 pixel. The Fe 2p XAS was used to map the iron valence and the oxygen K edge 

to distinguish between different oxygen-containing species (Figure 11). The extent and rate of 

reduction of the iron oxide phase depended on its chemical surroundings and the extent of 

interaction with the underlying support material. Up to 400 C very inhomogeneous reduction 

occurred with metallic regions co-existing with oxide regions. Above 400 C, the distribution of 

iron over the particle became more and more homogeneous and no regions were observed where 

iron metal was the main contributing species. Not illustrated here, it was shown that at least two 
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types of carbon deposits formed. Their structure depended on the location of formation at the 

iron nanoparticles and away from the iron nanoparticles [149,150].  

 

 

Figure 11. Structure – location relation of iron species in the Fischer-Tropsch catalyst. Left panels: chemical maps 

of Fe0 and Fe3O4 over an iron catalyst particle at 150 C (top) and 350 C (bottom). The valence contours identify 

the variation of valence within a single particle.  Each pixel measures 35x35 nm2. Right side: Fe L2,3 edge spectra 

averaged over the entire particle at the indicated conditions. Figure reproduced with permission from Ref. [149] 

copyright Nature Publishing Group. 2008. 

 

These results illustrate that bulk experiments provide insufficient detail to extrapolate to the 

nanoscale. However, the reverse is also true. As is the case for any microscopic method, one 

observes only a tiny fraction of the sample. It has to be assured that what is measured is a 

relevant representation of the part of the sample that is responsible for its function, in our case 

catalytic conversion. 

 

5 Emerging methods 

5.1 X-ray emission spectroscopy 

X-ray absorption spectroscopy is well-established and applied in catalysis since many decades. 

More recently X-ray emission has emerged as valuable and often-used tool yielding 
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complementary information. HERFD, XES, rXES, RIXS, and HEROS [51,151-156] are all 

being explored and applied to solve questions related to catalyst structure [36,91,157-166]. See 

chapter 6 of this book by Glatzel et al. [8]. These photon-in photon-out techniques can, like 

XAS, be applied under actual catalytic conditions and the most recent developments aim to 

increase their time resolution. The first application of some of these methods involved catalysts 

and were executed under in situ conditions.  
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Figure 12. Bonding scheme of CO on the surface of a metal: there is  bonding and  back-bonding resulting in 

charge transfer to and from the metal respectively. Unpublished figure.  

 

An early example of the application of HERFD in the field of catalysis is that of CO 

chemisorption on the surface of platinum nano-particles [167]. CO can be a reactant, for example 
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in reactions that occur in the car exhaust (oxidation to CO2) and during preferential oxidation of 

CO (PROX) to remove CO from hydrogen for use in fuel cell. Because of its strong bonding, it 

can also be a catalyst poison, which is well-known in fuel cells, which must operate at CO 

concentrations below about 10 ppm. The bonding of CO on metal surfaces is described by the 

Dewar–Chatt–Duncanson or Blyholder model. The 5 molecular orbital of the CO donates 

electron density to a metal d orbital via  overlap. The metal donates electrons back (the back-

bonding) to the CO by overlap between a (filled) d orbital and the 2* CO anti-bonding orbital 

via  overlap (Figure 12) [168,169].  

Pt L3 edge XANES probes empty d density of states and is thus sensitive to the bonding of 

adsorbates on the surface of metals according to the model described above. In general, surface 

adsorption on nano-sized particles causes strong changes in the absorption near edges. The so-

called delta-mu technique as developed by Ramaker and Koningsberger has provided spectral 

signatures of difference spectra between a particle with adsorbate and without, yielding the 

adsorption mode of reactant and intermediate and its amount [170]. As mentioned above, during 

CO oxidation under oxygen lean conditions, the surface is poisoned by CO. CO desorption must 

occur before oxygen can dissociatively adsorb. L3 edge HERFD, detected by measuring the Pt 

L1 (9442 eV) fluorescence line and normal XAS spectra of platinum nano-sized particles before 

and after adsorption of CO showed large spectral differences (Figure 13) [167]. The high energy-

resolution of the HERFD experiment identified clear spectral features that enabled assigning of 

the adsorption site of CO on the nano-sized particle. Adsorption of CO on platinum occurs by -

bonding and -back-bonding, as shown in Figure 12. The latter forms anti-bonding d density of 

states that is clearly probed in the HERFD experiment in the whiteline that is split into a doublet. 

Theoretical simulations using the FEFF-code [171] enabled identification of the adsorption site, 

which was the atop site. HERFD and classical XAS probe the unfilled density of states, thus all 

states above the Fermi level. Measuring valence to core (VtC) emission spectroscopy in an 

energy-dispersive manner provides the density of states of the valence electrons [36,153,157]. 

Thus the combination of XAS and XES enables detecting both the bonding and anti-bonding 

orbitals and provide the bonding interactions on the metal. VtC XES and RIXS at the Pt L3 edge 

has been measured on CO adsorbed on the platinum nano-particles of the example above [161]. 
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Figure 13. Experimental (left) Pt L3 XANES (a) and HERFD XAS obtained from a horizontal plane Rowland circle 

spectrometer tuned to the Pt L1 (9442 eV) fluorescence line using the (660) Bragg reflection of one spherically bent 

Ge wafer; (b) of supported platinum nano-particles free of adsorbates (black), with CO (green) and covered with 

surface oxide (red). The right panel shows the theoretically reproduced XANES (a) and HERFD XAS (b) spectra of 

CO adsorbed on an atop site (green), on a bridge site (red), and on a face bridging, threefold site (blue). C shows the 

Pt d and C and O p densities of states, identifying overlap between platinum d and C and O p orbitals. At the bottom, 

the three possible adsorption modes of CO on the platinum particles is given. Theory predicts the CO to be adsorbed 

on atop sites. Figure reproduced with permission from Ref. [167], copyright ACS, 2006. 
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Figure 14 illustrates the transitions that are involved in the rRIXS experiment. A Pt 2p electron is 

excited by a photon of energy  into the 5d level. This excitation probes the XAS spectrum. 

Emission of a photon with energy  leads to decay of the intermediary state, leading to 

deposition of energy (-) into the sample, the so-called energy transfer, which is the equivalent 

of a charge-neutral excitation within the 5d levels. These transitions are the same as probed in a 

UV-Vis experiment, however with different transition probabilities. The lifetime τ of the 2p core 

hole broadens the spectrum along the incident energy direction but not along the energy transfer 

axis [153]. 

 

 

Figure 14. XAS and XES transitions in a RIXS experiment. 2p to 5d absorption () yields the intermediate state 

that by 5d to 2p emission () produces the final state. The transition is the equivalent of a charge-neutral inter d-

band excitation. The energy transfer is  - , which is the energy often depicted in RIXS planes. Figure reproduced 

with permission from Ref. [161], copyright ACS, 2006. 

 

Figure 15 shows the experimental RIXS planes of platinum nano-particles after reduction and 

hydrogen removal and after adsorption of CO. The bands in the RIXS planes arise from valence-

band (d-d) excitations, which are forbidden in UV-vis, but allowed in the RIXS experiment, 

because of the two-photon process. The bare particle shows the Fermi level crossing the 

platinum 5d band, visible by the merging of the elastic peak at zero energy transfer and valence 

band excitations. Theoretical simulation of the RIXS planes shows the best agreement of 
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experimental spectrum with atop-adsorbed CO, like the Pt L3 HERFD in Figure 13. After CO 

adsorption, a band gap appears in the experimental RIXS plane, very similar to the theoretically 

calculated one of atop-adsorbed CO.  

 

 

Figure 15. Pt 2p3/2 RIXS planes, experimental (top left, Pt and Pt-CO) on nano-sized platinum particles on support 

in the absence respectively presence of adsorbed CO. CO adsorption causes an increase in the transfer energy, which 

is indicative of a stabilization of the d band, lowering it in energy. Left bottom four panels: Theoretical simulations 

on CO adsorbed on platinum in different adsorption sites identified the CO to be adsorbed in the atop site. Right 

panel: Extracted XAS and XES from the planes at the left; top two are the experimental data. . Figure reproduced 

with permission from Ref. [161], copyright ACS, 2006. 

 

CO adsorption modifies the electronic structure of the platinum nano-particles [172,173], which 

is a further example of how the simple adsorption of reactants, intermediates, and poisons affect 

the catalyst structure, beyond occupying a reactive site. In addition to these changes in electronic 

structure, CO adsorption, like that of hydrogen, induces lengthening of the Pt – Pt bond. The 
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accessibility of optically forbidden transitions using hard X-rays at higher resolution 

[163,174,175] is likely to find much wider application as more secondary emission detectors 

become available. The use of hard X-rays enables measuring under in situ and operando 

conditions fulfilling the requirement of a realistic catalysis experiment. As stated above, to 

determine structural changes after a change in conditions, such as temperature and gas 

composition or to probe the development of the catalyst over time, time-resolution is essential. 

The previous example of XES and RIXS was measured using a Johann type emission 

spectrometer, which scans the energy of the emitted radiation using spherically bent analyzer 

crystals, which is a time-consuming process. Using a von Hamos spectrometer [176] enables the 

energy dispersive detection of the emitted radiation, which enables measuring in the time domain 

[8,14]. Emission spectra can be obtained in a single shot and in case of limited S/N, repetition of 

the experiment is needed. The first examples of fast RIXS and XES are appearing [177,178]. A 

single pulse from a free electron laser is able to produce a measurable XES signal [179]. It is 

obvious to predict that these are very early developments and that these tools and methods will 

find much wider application in catalysis.  

 

5.2 Pump probe methods 

The above-mentioned techniques enable measuring X-ray spectroscopy at millisecond time 

resolution. Faster measurements can be reached using pump – probe schemes [180-187] as 

highlighted by the chapters of Chen [11] and Milne et al. [14] in this book. Most-often laser-

excitation induces a change in the system and the response and relaxation can be detected by an 

X-ray probe. XAS and XES are both used and pico, nano-, and micro-second time scales are 

accessible. Catalytic processes that are mostly studied are those relevant to photo-catalysis [188]. 

Stopped-flow and stopped-flow-freeze experiments have been introduced to measure reaction 

mechanisms in homogeneous catalytic systems. The fast freezing of the mixture after initiating a 

reaction by mixing two reactant flows for example provides ample of time to measure the X-ray 

spectroscopy [189]. 

Interestingly, the general field of X-ray spectroscopy on catalysis is dominated by heterogeneous 

samples, pump – probe schemes are often executed on liquid systems. This originates most 

probably from the need to refresh samples for repeated measurement, which is simplified in a 

liquid jet.  
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 6 Conclusion and outlook 

X-ray spectroscopy has contributed significantly to the understanding of how heterogeneous 

catalysts function, because it enables determining detailed geometric and electronic structures of 

non-crystalline matter in an element-specific manner, measuring under exact catalytic conditions, 

and reaching high time and space resolutions. Methods continue to be developed rapidly yielding 

more detailed information. Time resolution at the scale of catalyst pre-treatment has been 

accessible for decades, however the achievable time resolution at the macro-kinetic time scale of 

reactions has enabled to identify the actual structure of the reacting species in the catalyst. 

Building on developments in other spectroscopies, modulated excitation and the concurrent 

detection of the minority species that are the active sites is introduced and transient 

measurements identify what are the relevant structural changes in the catalyst that govern the 

catalytic reaction. In the future, we expect that identification of the ensemble of atoms that 

contribute to catalytic reactivity, which one may call the catalytically active site, will find much 

wider interest. The time-resolved methods and needed instrumentation are available and continue 

to be developed and improved.  

Space- and time-resolved measurements in a plug-flow reactor yields the complete and often 

changing catalyst structure. Such data and those revealing the catalytically active site will have 

to be integrated with macro-kinetic measurements. Essential ingredient of unravelling the active 

site and its role in a reaction is the understanding of the reaction mechanism. We encourage 

better integration of these historically separated fields. This expands to the application of 

complementary techniques, such as infrared, Raman and NMR spectroscopies and X-ray 

scattering methods to probe complementary information and notably, the time-dependent 

structure of reaction intermediates. Various illustrative examples of simultaneous measuring 

have appeared and reviewed in this book in the last part of chapter 11 by Fernández García et al. 

[12] and we encourage these developments. It is important to keep in mind if such measurement 

is to be performed at the same time on the same sample. This highly complicates the set-up and 

the measurements and runs the risk of obtaining sub-optimal information from any of the 

methods. Especially the addition of vibrational spectroscopies, like Raman and infrared, is 

attractive as they provide complementary data about reaction intermediates.  
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Given the rapid development of time- and space-resolved XAS and XES, the increased 

integration of existing tools from other fields, such as in situ cells from environmental EM and 

modulated excitation and analysis, and the creation of permanent instrumentation at multiple 

beam lines optimized for performing in situ measurements focused on catalysis, XAS and XES 

on catalysts will continue to develop rapidly. Given their time-structure in the femto-second 

regime, X-ray free-electron lasers [14] will play an essential role in understanding fundamental 

and individual reaction steps. Observing a single (sub)nano-meter-sized particle performing a 

catalytic reaction [49] and recording the real-time catalytic reaction at a surface remain dreams 

that we expect to be fulfilled within the next decade.  
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